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Abstract. Classifiers for medical image analysis are often trained with a single consensus label, based on combining the labels from experts or crowds. However, disagreement between annotators may be informative, and thus removing it may not be the best strategy. As a proof of concept, we predict whether a skin lesion from the ISIC 2017 dataset is a melanoma or not, based on crowd annotations of visual characteristics of that lesion. We compare using the mean annotations, illustrating consensus, to standard deviations and other distribution moments, illustrating disagreement. We show that the mean annotations perform best, but that the disagreement measures are still informative. We also make the crowd annotations used in this paper available at https://figshare.com/s/5cbbce14647b66286544.

1 Introduction

In medical image analysis, machine learning is increasingly used for addressing different tasks. These include segmentation (labeling pixels as belonging to different classes, such as organs), detection (localizing structures of interest, such as tumors) and diagnosis (labeling an entire scan as having a disease or not). Classifiers for these tasks are typically trained with ground truth - accepted labels for existing data.

Often, labels for these tasks are decided by one or more experts, visually inspecting the image. If multiple experts are available, their labels can be combined by a majority vote or another procedure, and the consensus is used for training the classifier. For example, in a study of predicting malignancy of lung nodules, average the malignancy scores provided by several experts. Similarly, in studies of crowdsourcing for labeling medical images, the crowd labels are often combined, for example using majority vote, median combining or clustering.

However, disagreement in the individual labels could be informative for classification, and training on a consensus label may not be the optimal strategy. For example, show that learning a weight for each expert when grading diabetic retinopathy is better than averaging the labels in advance.

In this paper we study whether disagreement is informative more directly. We use crowd annotations, describing visual features of skin lesion images, as
inputs to predict an expert label (diagnosis) as an output. Although removing disagreement leads to the best performances, we show that disagreement alone leads to better-than-random results. Therefore, the disagreement of these crowd labels could be an advantage when training a skin lesion classifier with these crowd labels as additional outputs.

2 Methods

2.1 Data

We collected the annotations during a first year undergraduate project course on medical image analysis (course code 8QA01) at the Department of Biomedical Engineering, Eindhoven University of Technology. In groups of five or six, the students learnt to automatically measure image features, such as “asymmetry”, in images of skin lesions from the ISIC 2017 challenge [6], where one of the goals is to classify a lesion as melanoma or not. Examples of the images are shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Examples of non-melanoma (left) and melanoma (right) images from the ISIC 2017 challenge](image)

The students also assessed such features visually, to be able to compare their algorithms’ outputs to their own judgments. Each group was provided with a different set of 100 images of skin lesions, with approximately 20% melanoma images. Each group was encouraged to decide which features they wanted to measure, invent their own way of grading the images, and assess each feature visually by at least three people. The students were not blinded to the melanoma/non-melanoma labels in the data, since the data is openly available online.

An overview of the visual assessments collected is provided in Table 1. All groups annotated the “ABC” features: Asymmetry, Border and Color, some of the common features used by experts [7]. Some groups also annotated additional features such as the presence of dermoscopic structures, or added variations of the ABC features, for a total of 8 different feature types.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Images/annotator</th>
<th>Annotators/feature</th>
<th>Features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C, C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C, D</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C, D, blood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>A, B, C, D, G</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>A, B, C, B2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Overview of features visually assessed by students: Asymmetry, Border, Color, Dermoscopic structures, blue Glow. The number 2 indicates different variation.

In this paper we focus on one of the eight datasets collected by the groups, "group 7". This group annotated a total of five different feature types by six (rather than three) annotators per image, leading to 30 features in total. We remove images that have missing values, and normalize each annotation to zero mean and unit variance before proceeding with the experiments.

A embedding of the first two principal components of the 30 dimensional dataset is shown in Fig. 2. This plot indicates that the visual attributes provided by the group already provide a good separation between the melanoma and non-melanoma images.

![PCA all features, all annotators](image)

Fig. 2. Principal component analysis embedding of 30-feature dataset of annotations

2.2 Experimental setup

We investigate whether we can predict the melanoma/non-melanoma labels of the images, based only on the visual assessments of the students. This is a proof of concept to investigate whether there is any signal of crowd labels for such
images - we do not propose to replace ML algorithms by crowds. However, we
expect that if there is signal in the crowd labels, a ML classifier trained on image
features could be improved by including crowd labels as additional input.

We perform two experiments. For each experiment, we use 96 images (as 4
images had missing values), and perform a 10-fold cross-validation. We use a
logistic classifier. This choice is based on our experience with small datasets,
and was not selected to maximize performance in any particular case. Due to
the class imbalance in the dataset, we use the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
as the evaluation measure.

In the first experiment, we test whether the visual assessments can be used to
predict the melanoma/non-melanoma labels. We compare using all 30 features,
to only features of a particular type (6 features per dataset), to all features of a
particular annotator (5 features per dataset).

In the second experiment, we test whether aspects of disagreement between
annotators have influence the result. For this, we use the first four distribution
moments of each feature type: mean, standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis.
The mean illustrates removing disagreement, while the other moments illustrate
retaining disagreement only. We compare using all combined features (20 fea-
tures), to using only features for each moment (5 features per dataset).

Note that in both experiments we do not use any information directly from
the image.

3 Results

The results of experiment 1 are shown in Fig. 3. Using all features leads to
a very good performance (mean AUC 0.96). Using only one type of feature is
worse than using all features. There are also large differences between the feature
types. Color is the best feature type (mean AUC 0.93), followed by Border (mean
AUC 0.82) and Dermoscopic structures (mean AUC 0.81). Other feature types
are less good (mean AUC 0.78 and 0.73) but still informative. Although Glow
has a reasonable average (0.73), the variability is very high, with a worse-than-
random AUC in some folds. Using the features of only one annotator leads to
good performance in all cases (mean AUC between 0.90 and 0.98).

The results of experiment 2 are shown in Fig. 3 (bottom). The means of the
features lead to the best performance overall (mean AUC 0.99), suggesting that
removing disagreement might be the best strategy. However, other moments can
lead to performances that are on average better than random: mean AUC 0.71
for standard deviation and 0.73 for skewness. This suggests that there is signal
in disagreement, and that it should not be removed by default. However, the
variability is very high, so in some folds these features hurt, rather than help,
the classifier.

To further investigate why disagreement contributes to classification, we ex-
amined the distributions of some of the moments, separately for the melanoma
and non-melanoma samples. The distributions of the standard deviations (nor-
malized to zero mean, unit variance) are shown in Fig. 4. There are no strong
trends, but for the features A to D, more non-melanoma samples have high disagreement. This suggests that, for melanoma samples, the crowd more often agrees that the image looks abnormal.

4 Discussion

We used only a small dataset in these pilot experiments. Experiments with annotations collected from the other groups are needed to verify the results presented here. In particular it will be interesting to examine the influence of the number of annotators on the results, as in the other groups, each annotation was repeated by three annotators instead of six.

We could not use typical measures for inter-observer agreement, since these would provide a scalar for any two annotators, whereas our experiment required a vector. We therefore used distribution moments, with the mean used as the consensus, and standard deviation, skewness and kurtosis as measures of disagreement. These are not necessarily the most suitable choices.

An important point for future investigation is how the crowd annotations can be used to improve ML algorithms. One possibility would be to use multi-task learning to predict a vector consisting of both the expert label and the crowd annotations. [8] use multi-task learning to predict the label and several visual attributes. However, the visual attributes are not provided by the crowd and consensus is already assumed. Another strategy is to first pretrain a network with the crowd annotations, and then fine-tune on the expert labels. This type of two-step strategy was successfully used with handcrafted features describing breast masses [9]. However, since these features were extracted automatically, only a single feature per image was available and there was no need to address disagreement.
Fig. 4. Distributions of the standard deviation features, capturing disagreement, for the non-melanoma and melanoma classes.
5 Conclusion

We investigated whether disagreement between annotators could be informative. We trained a classifier to predict a melanoma/non-melanoma label from crowd assessments of visual characteristics of skin lesion images, without using the images themselves. Averaging crowd assessments to remove disagreement gave the best results, but using disagreement only gave better than random performance. In future work we will investigate how to integrate such crowd annotations in training an image classifier, for example via multi-task or transfer learning.
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